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SECURINESS Mobile Cashbox
Our Mobile Cash Box is based on the original Cash Defender originally invented by C. Macleod.

The Mobile Cash Box with the latest technology is today among the market's high cash boxes and is
considered the safest, with the longest lifespan

www.securiness.com

FACTS
All standard functions required by G4S CASH SERVICES SA is observed.
Fitted standard with seven scattered smoke pyrotechnic devices. This results in a more equitable
distribution of both heat and smoke based color.
Liquid Dye with new and efficient liquid-based colorant system that is available within two seconds
after triggering the device, with a more effective level of staining.
All plastic components, including lock and trigger guard resulting in low weight. Weight including color
systems, is less than 10 kg.
The box maintains a separate audit function that tracks all service performed, when and where and
nature. It also has programmable timers service that will notify staff and operational levels.
The batteries are two of lithium battery cells, which operate at 7.2 volts and are of the same type of
battery used in mobile phones. It also allows full charge from a supply voltage of 9-24 volts and the
box can be charged via the car cigarette plug. Battery life on these cells is around 2-3 years.
Consumption of the electronic system has also drastically reduced, with the removal of many LED
indicators and replaced by a simple three-colored LED for quick and easy visual indication of box
status.
Secured lid switch system based on coded infrared transmissions. Lid closure sensor system is
extremely robust with self-cleaning contacts and an infrared detection system which provides reliable
tamper-resistant systems.

Fully programmable operational features, including motion sensitivity, all alarm times, and 2000 client
keys. This makes it possible to change and modify all operational functions of the cash box without
the need for software upgrades or modifications of processors.

As an option is a GSM / GPS mobile modem with the possibility of remote tracking of the box if it is
removed from a robbery and real-time upload of audit trails. Thus, although the cash box would be
stolen, it is possible to track it and to recreate the events before and during a robbery
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